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Republican Sen. Jeff Sessions of Alabama is the hardest of Capitol Hill’s hard-core 

conservatives, a former prosecutor and failed judicial nominee whose sternly worded views on 

immigration, drugs, gun rights and more would distinctly stamp the Justice Department if he’s 

confirmed as attorney general. 

The first sitting U.S. senator to publicly endorse then-candidate Donald Trump, last February, 

Sessions has spent years advocating on Capitol Hill for the kind of immigration crackdown and 

border-security strengthening that Trump called for on the campaign trail. 

Moreover, Sessions has fought to restrain legal as well as illegal immigration and has opposed 

special visa programs sought by California’s high-tech industry. 

“At this point in time our economy cannot sustain the current lawful rate of immigration, much 

less the illegal flow,” Sessions declared in March, further contending that “for decades, the 

Washington elites, the corporatists, and the globalist open-borders advocates have lobbied for 

even higher levels of immigration.” 

“It’s almost as if Sessions wrote Trump’s immigration platform,” said Alex Nowrasteh, an 

immigration policy analyst for the libertarian-leaning Cato Institute. He added that Sessions is a 

“very smart man” who likely will prove a “more serious opponent to immigration” than other 

potential Justice Department nominees. 

Jefferson Beauregard Sessions III, who turns 70 next month, would be older than most of his 

predecessors as the nation’s top law enforcement officer. He also would carry with him a 

particularly long and, at times, controversial track record that extends well beyond the Senate in 

which he has served since 1997. 

“Senator Sessions has served on the Senate Judiciary Committee for many years, so he’s well 

aware of the thorough vetting he’s about to receive,” cautioned Sen. Dianne Feinstein of 

California, the panel’s senior Democrat, adding that she and Sessions “differ on a great many 

issues.” 

Sessions himself opposed President Barack Obama’s second attorney general, Loretta Lynch, 

though he backed Obama’s first attorney general, Eric Holder. His vote for Holder was a 
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relatively rare moment of deference to the Democratic president; Sessions voted against Obama 

62 percent of the time last year, a Congressional Quarterly study shows. 

A graduate of Huntingdon College and the University of Alabama Law School, Sessions served 

during the Reagan administration as the U.S. Attorney for Southern Alabama. In 1986, the 

Republican-dominated Senate Judiciary Committee rejected his nomination to the federal bench 

as a U.S. District Court judge on a 10-8 vote, after allegations surfaced about racist and other 

insensitive remarks. 

Democratic Sen. Patrick Leahy of Vermont is the only still-serving senator who voted against 

Sessions in 1986. 

Sessions was subsequently elected as Alabama’s attorney general, before he won Senate election 

in 1996. Sessions has since held his seat easily, while espousing firm law-and-order views that 

extend to harsh criticism of the marijuana legalization movement. 

“It is false that marijuana use doesn’t lead people to more drug use,” Sessions said earlier this 

year. “It is already causing a disturbance in the states that have made it legal. I think we need to 

be careful about this.” 

As attorney general, Sessions would play a key role in determining how the Trump 

administration handles potential federal prosecutions in the states that have liberalized drugs 

laws. In 2013, for instance, Holder’s Justice Department set a policy that it would not interfere 

with Washington and Colorado state plans to sell and tax legal marijuana. There are a number of 

such policies that can be set, and revised, without congressional approval. 

One Sessions supporter, Alaska Republican Sen. Dan Sullivan, characterized his colleague as a 

“passionate defender of our Constitution and the rule of law,” and as one who will be active in 

“reestablishing constitutional principles that have been eviscerated by the current 

administration.” 

Seeking to rebut criticisms from civil rights advocates, Trump transition team spokesman Jason 

Miller added that Sessions, while U.S. Attorney, “filed a number of desegregation lawsuits in 

Alabama.” As a senator, Miller said, Sessions supported extension of the Civil Rights Act and 

“spearheaded effort to give the Congressional Gold Medal” to civil rights icon Rosa Parks. 

Congressional records show that the chief sponsor of the 1999 measure honoring Parks was then-

Sen. Spencer Abraham of Michigan, though Sessions was an early co-sponsor and joined 85 

other senators in the unanimous vote in support. 

Sessions cheered the 2013 Supreme Court decision that nullified a key part of the 1965 Voting 

Rights Act, and he has, in the past, supported state voter ID laws that critics say 

disproportionately make voting more difficult for African-Americans. 

U.S. Rep. G.K. Butterfield, D-N.C., a former civil rights attorney, says Sessions’ record isn’t 

promising as it relates to protecting basic civil and voting rights. Should Sessions reach the point 

of a confirmation hearing, Butterfield said he’s looking for the Alabama lawmaker to say, 

unequivocally, he’ll aggressively enforce federal civil rights law. 
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“I don’t think he’s suited to hold this position; I hope I’m wrong,” Butterfield said. “I hope 

Senator Sessions will look into the camera ... and say that he abhors discrimination in any form, 

including transgender discrimination. We’re in the 21st century now.” 

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, who has blocked the Senate from 

considering Obama’s Supreme Court nominee Merrick Garland for more than 247 days, called 

on Democrats Friday to allow Sessions’ nomination to be handled in a “timely” and 

“expeditious” way. 

Senate Republicans previously stalled Lynch’s attorney general nomination for an unusually 

long five months. 


